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Biminis 46

Boat cover vent
Easy to fasten (as little as 4 screws), it keeps air circulating under your boat cover to fight mold and
mildew.

 CoversCode Description  mm
46.102.00 Air vent 107x112

 

E 1 E 1

E 1 E 2

INDOOR sea cover
Polyethylene sheet to protect boats in marinas. Supplied in 50-m rolls with continuous elastics on the
outer sides.

Mounting instructions
1) unroll the cover from stern to stem keeping central on the boat and leaving a surplus of about 50 cm
on either side
2) apply two straps 30 cm one from the other and cut the sheet from the roll
3) take the elastics out and tie them
4) open the cover over the boat
5) pull the elastic from one of its ends and tie it to keep it tight
6) if necessary, use the special reinforced pre-cuts to connect the outer elastic crosswise.

 Boat coversCode Cover width m Roll length m
46.174.00 4 50
46.174.01 6 50
46.174.02 8 50
46.174.03 10 50
46.174.04 15 50
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Marine heat-shrink covering
White polyethylene heat-shrink film. Special additive for UV-ray resistance. 

Ideal covering to protect whatever boat from dirt, minor impacts, high temperature, etc. during laying
up/transport. 

Easy application by spreading the product from bow to stern and heating it up with the dedicated heat
guns.

Product sold in rolls (price depends on weight).
 TarpaulinsCode Film width m Roll length m Roll height m Thickness 

mm
Approximate 

weigth kg
Bending

46.176.06 6 65 1.5/1.6 0.2 76.6 bellows-bending
46.176.08 8 50 1 0.2 77.7 multiple bending
46.176.48 8 50 2.2 0.2 77.7 multiple bending
46.176.10 10 50 1.25 0.2 97.1 multiple bending
46.176.50 10 50 2.7 0.2 97.1 multiple bending
46.176.12 12 50 1.5 0.2 116.5 multiple bending
46.176.14 14 50 1.75 0.2 135.9 multiple bending
46.176.16 16 50 2 0.18 140.1 multiple bending

 

E 46.188.01

E 46.188.02

Air vents for heat-shrinking covering
Good protection against the ingress of unwanted external agents to prevent condensate, mould and
bad odours 

Air ventsCode Description
46.188.01 Piercieng triangular vent
46.188.02 Adhesive round vent


